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Abst rac t - -Le t  TC(X)  be the topological complexity of a path-connected topological space X. 
We first give a lower bound on TC(Gk(]~m)), the Grassmannian of real /z-planes in Jt~ m. We then 
compute TC(Gk (~m)) for (k, m) = (2, 4) and relate it to the motion planning problem of topological 
robotics. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the problem from topological robotics of rotation of a k-dimensional linear 
subspace (k-plane) in Rn, which is fixed by a revolving joint at a base point. In particular, it is 
desirable to bring the k-plane from its initial position A to a terminal position B by a continuous 
motion. An important problem in motion planning of topological robotics is to find a general 
algorithm once the initial position A and the terminal position B are specified. 
In their recent paper [1], Farber, Tabachnikov and Yuzvinsky solved the above motion planning 
problem for the case k = 1 via employing the topological complexity of the real projective spaces. 
We follow their approach in this paper for k > 2 and adopt the following framework. 
Let X be a topological space, regarded as the configuration space of a mechanical system. We 
shall henceforth assume X is path-connected. Given two points A, B E X, a motion planning 
algorithm is a rule which assigns to each pair of points (A, B) E X × X a continuous path in X 
that begins at A and ends in B. Let PX be the path space on X, i.e., PX := {all continuous 
maps 7 : [0, 1] ~ X}, endowed with the compact-open topology. Let 7r : PX --* X × X be given 
by 7r(7 ) := (3'(0), 7(1)). Then, 7r : PX ~ X × X is a fibration in the sense of Hurewicz, whose 
fiber is ~X, the based loop space on X. 
In [2], Farber established the following two definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We define TC(X), the topological complexity of X,  to be tile minimum integer k 
such that X x X admits an open covering {Ui : 1 < i < k} on which there exists a continuous 
section si : Ui --~ PX  with 7r o si = idul for each 1 < i < k. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A motion planner in X is given by a finite collection of subsets {F1,. .. , Fk } of 
X x X and continuous maps si : F~ ~ PX  for 1 < i < k such that 
(1) the sets {F1 .. . .  , Fk} are pairwise disjoint and they cover X x X, 
(2) ~r o si = idF~, 
(3) each F~ is an Euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR). 
The subsets F~ are therefore ci led loc l  domains of the motion planner, and the maps s~ local 
rules. By Theorem 6.1(1) in [3], it is shown that the minimum integer k such that a connected 
Ca-smooth manifold X admits a motion planner with k local rules equals TC(X). 
We refer to [1, p. 10] for the proof of the following. 
THEOREM 1.3. We have TC(R]? ") >_ n + 1 where equality holds if and only if n = 1, 3, or 7. 
Furthermore, the number TC(]I[? n) coincides with the smallest integer k such that NP n admits 
an immersion into ]~k-1. 
In this paper, we provide a general lower bound on TC(Gk(Rn+k)) and compute TC(Gx(R4)), 
hence providing insights of solving the motion planning problem of moving 2-planes in ]R 4. 
We adopt the following definitions from the classical work of James on the Lusternik-Schnire- 
mann category and sectional category, see [4]. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We define cat(X), the (Lusternik-Schniremann) category of X, to be the min- 
imum cardinality of open coverings of X by contractibIe open sets. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let p : E ~ X be a fibration. We define secat(p : E --+ X), the sectional 
category (or Schwarz genus) of X, to be the minimum cardinality of open coverings of X by open 
sets over each of which E has a continuous section. 
REMARK 1.6. It is clear, from Definitions 1.1 and 1.5, TC(X) = secat(Tr : PX ~ X x X). It is 
also worth noting that both cat(X) and TC(X) are numerical homotopy invariants. In general, 
we have secat(p : E ~ X) _< cat(X). If E is contractible, then secat(p : E --* X) = cat(X); for 
details see Theorem 18 in Chapter VI of [5, p. 108]. 
DEFINITION 1.7. We define cup(X), the (modX) eup-Iength of X,  to be 
:=sup{r: 3x,, (x;zx), with xl u. . .  #0} cup(X) 
The following theorem reveals ome intricate relations among the above concepts. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let X be a path-connected topological space. 
(1) TC(X) = cat(X x X). 
(2) cat(X) <_ TC(X) < 2 cat(X) - 1. 
(3) I fX  is paracompact, hen cup(X) _< cat(X) _< dimX + 1. 
(4) I fX  is an r-connected finite CW comp/ex, then TC(X) < (2 dimX + 1)/(r + 1) + 1. 
PROOF. Since PX is contractible, by Remark 1.6, we have secat(~r : PX ~ X x X) = cat(X x X); 
this proves Assertion (1). Assertions (2) and (4) are stated in [1]. Assertion (3) can be found 
in [4, p. 332]. | 
Here is an outline for this paper. In Section 2, we establish some estimates for the lower 
bounds on TC(Gk(R~+k)). In Section 3, we conclude our paper with the determination of
TC(a2( 4)) = s. 
Let Gk(R n+k) be the set of all real k-dimensional subspaces of R n+k. We recall Gk(R "+k) is 
a compact connected ifferentiable manifold of re i  dimension k with ~rl (Gk(IR~+k)) = Zx. In 
particular, G1 (R ~+1) = RP '~. 
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Let 7k,~ be the universal k-plane bundle over Gk(]~+k). Let w~ (v~j) for 1 < i < k, 1 < j < n 
be the ith (jth) Stiefel-Whitney class of 7k,~ (the complementary n-plane bundle %,~). It is well 
known, for example see [6], that H*(Gk(R~+k); Z2) = Z2[Wl,.. . ,  wk, vYl , . . . ,  vY~]/Ik,~, where Ik,~ 
is the ideal generated by the relation w(Tk,~)w(~,~) = 1 on the total Stiefel-Whitney classes. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We define ht(w~), the height of wz, to be 
ht( l) := sup 0 e H* }.  
The following result calculating ht(wt) is due to Stong [7, p. 103]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. In Gk(]~n+k), t:or 2 < k < n with 2 ~ < n + k < 2 ~+1, we have 
{ 2s+1 - 2, i f k=2or i fk=3andn+k=2~+l ,  
ht (w l )= 2 ~+l 1, otherwise. 
We now state and  prove one of our ma in  theorems of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.3. For 2 < k < n with 2 ~ < n + k ~ 2 ~+1, we have the following. 
(1) I l k  = 2, then TC(G2(~"+2)) > n. 
(2) I l k  = 3 and Kn  + 3 = 2 ~ + 1, then TC(G3(]~n+3)) ~_ 2n + 2. 
I l k  = 3 and i fn  + 3 ~ 2 ~ + 1, then TC(G3(~n+3)) ~ n + 2. 
(3) I f4  < k < n, then TC(Gk(~+k) )  > n + k -  1. 
PROOF. We apply Theorem 1.8(2) to see that TC(Gk(~'~+k)) _> cat (Gk(~+k))  > ht(Wl). Our 
assertions now follow f rom Proposit ion 2.2. | 
3. COMPUTING TC (G2 (•4))  
It is a quick observation from Theorems 1.8 and 2.3 that 2 < TC(G2(~4)) < 9. In this section, 
we employ other techniques to determine TC(G2(R4)) = 5. To accomplish such a task, we first 
establish some technical lemmas regarding the Lusternik-Schniremann category. 
LEMMA 3.1. We have 3 _< TC(G2(]~4)) <_ 5. 
PROOF. In [6, p. 529], it is shown that cat(G2(R2s+2)) = 2 s+l - 1. Thus, cat(G2(~4)) = 3. By 
Theorem 1.8(2), we see that 3 _< TC(G~(]~4)) < 5. | 
The following results are well known. For brevity of our discussion, we shall omit their proofs 
and refer to [4, p. 333-334] for further detail. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  $1, . . .  ,Sk are a11 spheres, then cat(S1 x .. .  x Sk) = k + 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  X is a path-connected space and a discrete group G acts on X tree/y, then 
cat(X) < cat(X/G).  
Let G2(]~ 4) be the corresponding oriented Grassmannian, the two-fold cover of the unoriented 
Grassmannian G2(R4). The following result is somewhat well known, but for clarity, we give a 
quick proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. The space G2(]~ 4) iS homeomorphic to S 2 × S 2. 
PROOF. We will show S 2 × S 2 is also a two-fold cover of G2(~4); thus, G2(]~ 4) must be home- 
omorphie to S 2 × S 2. Let ~ E G2(R 4) be a two-plane in ~4. Let {el, e2, e3, e4} be the standard 
orthonormal basis for R 4. Let {u, v} be a basis for cr. We have u = ulel  + u2e2 + uaea + u4e4 
and v = vie1 + v2e2 + v3e3 + v4e4. The Plficker-Grassmann coordinates (piJ((r)) of a, de- 
fined by piJ(a) = uivj - ujvi, satisfy p12p34 _ p13p24 + p14p23 = O. The Pliicker-Grassmann 
coordinates (p~J(~r)> give an immersion of G2(R 4) ¢--+ RP 5, and hence are independent of the 
particular choice of basis for or. For details, we refer to [8, Chapter 1, Section 5]. Let x = 
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(Zl,a:2,Z3) C S 2 and y = (Yl,Y2,Ya) E S 2. Define p : S 2 x S 2 ~ G2(]~ 4) by p(x ,y )  := 
(p12(x, y), p13(x, y), p14(x, y), p23(x, y), p24 (x, y), p34(x, y)) so that  p12(x, y) = x l  + Yl, P13(x, Y) = 
x2 + Y2, P13(z,y) = xa + y3, p2a(x,y) = x3 - Y3, p24(x,Y) = Y2 - x2, and p34(x,y)  = Xl - Yl. 
The map p is clearly continuous and surjective. Since p(x,  y) = p( -x , -y ) ,  p is Z2-equivariant. 
Furthermore,  the fiber is Z2. | 
THEOREM 3.5. We have TC(G2(R4))  = 5. 
PROOF. Notice that  7/,2 @ Z2 --* G2(R 4) x G2(N 4) --* G2(R 4) x G2(]R 4) is a regular covering. We 
use Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 1.8(1) to see 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 show cat(G2(R 4) x G2(~4)) -- cat (S  2 x S 2 × S 2 x S 2) = 5. We now use 
Lemma 3,1 to complete the proof. | 
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